There is adventure in sound...

Beginning in 1984, and a fixture at Dragon*Con since the very first one in 1987, ARTC has been bringing quality, fully soundscaped audio drama to the Atlanta area with original stories and adaptations of authors including H. P. Lovecraft, Robert A. Heinlein, and our own Thomas E. Fuller, to fans from across the country and around the galaxy.

Don’t forget our wicked step-sister group, MRAP!
This year those purveyors of fine parodies (and the occasional original play) bring you...

FROM TARDIS WITH LOVE
Monday, September 1, 2:30pm — Regency Ballrooms

If you enjoyed today’s program...
The following titles are now available.
The Dancer in the Dark by Thomas E. Fuller
The Weapon Shop by A. E. van Vogt
adapted for audio by Brad Linaweaver
The Hoyden by Berta Platas
Order online at WWW.ARTC.ORG
Download from Audible.com

Want to hear more? Subscribe to our email group!
ARTC-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Listen to the ARTC live performance archives on our podcast!
PODCAST.ARTC.ORG

ARTC is a volunteer organization. If you are interested in giving your time in exchange for learning about the craft of audio drama, we’d love to hear from you. For more information please contact:
Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd, #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG
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Want more ARTC? Want it faster and more often?
Who doesn’t?
Help us buy a new Sound Effects library!
Stop by our table and contribute to our first ever fundraising effort!
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THE DOOM OF THE MUMMY
By William Alan Ritch

This play is dedicated to the memory of Thomas E. Fuller
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Producer and Director, William Alan Ritch.
Floor Manager, Lori Emerson.
Sound engineer, Bob Zimmerman.

Live Foley artists — Friday: Sonya Arundar, Lili Bilbao
Sunday: Rachel Bowman, Neil Butler, Sonya Arundar
Recorded SFX provided by Henry Howard and Audio Craft Studio.

Music — Friday: Composed and performed by Brad Weage
Additional performers for Doom of the Mummy:
Alton Leonard (ugab and lyre), and Regina Maniquis (cello)
Sunday: Composed and performed by Brad Weage